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ABSTRACT. The Great Divergence debate emphasized the “geographic good luck” of European 

proximity to coal deposits. We consider the role, not of luck, but of the development and 

diffusion of coal production technology. Mechanical ventilation began as a response to methane 

risks in Belgian mines and soon spread to the Ruhr valley, Great Britain and Pennsylvania, all 

places considered in this paper. Engineers tested different machines and publicized the results, 

which were translated in the mining press elsewhere. Property rights to innovation proved 

flexible when necessary. Mechanical mine ventilation exemplified the best of Western industrial 

science: inquisitive, open, flexible, and responsive to empirical results whether good or bad. It 

was not luck but the Western approach to new technology that enabled coal exploitation. 

 

Introduction 

Pomeranz proposed that c. 1800 southern England and the Yangzi Delta region in China were 

approximately equally economically prosperous. The great divergence afterwards that favored 

Europe, he further suggested, was fueled by coal, the exploitation of which in western Europe 

was a simple matter of “geographic good luck.” We show in this paper that European and 

American extraction of energy from coal was less a matter of chancing to live on top of it and 

more a function of their mechanical cleverness combined with a willingness to communicate 

discoveries and a flexible property rights system. We consider an overlooked mining technology 

the use of which grew dramatically in the second half of the nineteenth century: mechanical 

ventilators. We consider their genesis in Belgium and trace their diffusion to Germany, Great 

Britain, and the United States. By distinguishing among types of ventilators we show how each 

new machine followed a different path from the previous one. The diffusion of ventilation 

technologies followed from careful engineering, not luck. 

 Consideration of complementary capital that did not substitute for labour sets our 

approach outside the mainstream of industrial revolution historiography. A prominent hypothesis 

associated with Robert Allen suggests that the Industrial Revolution began in England because 
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English wages were higher than on the Continent.
1
 Thus, innovative capital goods in textiles and 

metallurgy first appeared in England because the return on substituting capital for labor was 

greatest there. However, this approach assumes that capital and labor were substitutes, as indeed 

they often were: The entire point of a mule was to produce many times the yarn that a spinster 

could produce, at a much more consistent quality. In coal mining some well-known innovative 

technologies were also substitutes for labor, most obviously the mechanized coal cutters that 

began to appear in the late nineteenth century. Safety-related technologies are better seen as 

complementary to labor and, in the present case, as substitutes for older technologies rather than 

labor. A miner who worked in a pit ventilated mechanically was more likely to work a full year 

uninjured than a miner in a pit ventilated naturally or by a furnace, due to the reduced probability 

of a gas explosion. The development and installation of complementary capital is worthy of 

study in its own right.
2
 

Methane concentrations tended to be greater in deeper mines.
3
 As surface outcroppings 

and shallower pits were exhausted, the only way European coal production could increase was to 

sink deeper mines.
4
 Greater depth required new means of ventilation, which ultimately were 

mechanical. The primary factor in the invention and diffusion of mechanical ventilation was not 

relative prices, but geology. The waves of adoption that we analyze below were driven by two 

factors. First, those mines that lacked any system to ventilate its roads and galleys were 

especially likely to install power-driven fans. The other characteristic of mines that installed fans 

was the presence of methane (called “firedamp” by miners; French: grisou; German: 

                                                 
1
 Allen, British Industrial Revolution. A similar argument for the British-American case appears 

in Habbakuk, American and British Technology. 
2
 Wright, “Origins.” 

3
 Atkinson and Atkinson, Explosions, 22. 

4
 Pounds and Parker, Coal and Steel, 76-101 
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Schlagwetter). This gas, odorless and colorless, forms naturally along with coal. Air with at least 

three percent methane will burn; with at least seven percent it can explode. A dangerous density 

of methane could be reduced through use of mechanical ventilators. Effective mechanical 

ventilation then could increase production by reducing the risk of explosion, and by improving 

the quality of air that miners breathed. The history of mechanical ventilation began and remained 

for some time in Belgium. 

  

History of mechanical mine ventilation 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century furnaces were commonly used to ventilate coal 

mines. Mine engineers used their knowledge that warm air rises to sink two shafts, one at each 

end of the gallery where the coal was mined. The downcast shaft carried air into the mine from 

above, and the upcast carried warmer stale air and firedamp, which was lighter than air, to the 

surface. The upcast air was heated by a furnace at the bottom of the shaft, which was protected 

from the flowing air by a triangular dumb drift that separated the lighter firedamp from air 

(Figure 1). The furnace heated air, thereby pushing it upwards, and drawing fresh air through 

galleries that were connected to it. Although it was common to build two separate shafts for the 

up- and downcast, single-shaft mines used a brattice (a portable divider made of wooden frame 

covered by canvas) to split one shaft into two sections side-by-side. 

Furnaces were cheap to operate. Table 1 shows the costs and a measure of productivity 

for furnaces and several mechanical methods around mid-century. Fuel was small coal that was 

difficult to sell. Having no moving parts, furnaces were reliable, which kept them in use after the 

mechanical ventilation began with the usual initial bugs. They did provide cleaner air. In 1876 

engineer William Galloway estimated that one mine’s furnace reduced firedamp concentration 
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from four percent with natural ventilation to less than one percent.
5
 Still, between cost and 

productivity concerns, an opening remained for mechanical ventilation. An engineer roughed out 

the following figures for a typical Midlands mine c. 1870: a mine about 150 feet deep cost about 

$19 daily in wages and foregone sales of coal to ventilate with a furnace. With the popular 

Guibal fan of 40 feet diameter, the cost of ventilation fell to $6 per day but the volume of cubic 

air moved through the mine was half again as much as the furnace produced.
6
 Such cost-benefit 

improvements helped shift the coal supply curve to the right in the later nineteenth century.
7
 

Miners themselves showed little interest in new technologies. Allan Tetlow, a former 

miner and Lancashire miners’ union official, reported that his union brothers were indifferent 

between furnaces and steam jets, but preferred either to weak and untrustworthy natural 

ventilation.
8
 Regarding an open flame in a potentially gassy mine, Herbert Mackworth, a British 

mine inspector, considered a furnace with a dumb drift “perfectly safe.”
9
  As so often in the 

history of technology, the established method continued even after mechanical ventilators had 

become common. As late as 1901 a manager estimated that installing a furnace cost a tenth of the 

installation cost of a current model mechanical ventilator, while the annual operating costs 

favored the fan, but not by much.
10

 That margin and the quantity of air moved were important 

factors in their adoption. 

During this time a few inventors, all in Belgium, persisted with attempts to build 

mechanical ventilators. An important step forward was the gradual focus on centrifugal fans. 

Rather than move air parallel to the axis of the fan blades as in a common window fan, a 

                                                 
5
 Galloway. “On Coal-dust Explosions,” pp. 33-34, 65-66. 

6
 Clifford, “Furnace,” 69. 

7
 Cf. Clark and Jacks, “Coal,” 69: “…little sign of a technological revolution in coalmining.” 

8
 Select Committee on Accidents in Coal Mines, Second Report, 71. 

9
 Reports from Committees: Accidents in Coal Mines, 36. 

10
 Kerr, Practical Coal Mining, 334. 
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centrifugal fan moved air perpendicular to and over the axis. Having already developed his own 

condenser for a steam engine, Charles Letoret patented a centrifugal ventilator in November 

1841, just after testing it at the L’Agrappe colliery, Couchant de Mons, Belgium. Here was the 

first machine powerful enough to ventilate an entire mine. Within two years Letoret had installed 

machines of his design at pits of the L’Agrappe and Grand-Piquery collieries. An unusual form 

somewhat like a centrifugal fan was patented by the Belgian Theodore Lemielle in 1854. An 

eccentric rotary engine, by 1858 45 Lemielle ventilators were in use in France and Belgium.
11

 By 

1866 this machine ventilated about a tenth of all Belgian pits. The Lemielle continued to 

ventilate newly sunk pits as late as 1870. The diffusion of mechanical ventilation within Belgium 

suggests that it was technically viable, but during this time few Continental mines showed 

interest in these ventilating machines. 

The earliest successful technology that diffused widely in Europe was called a lobe 

pump. Auguste Fabry, a mine engineer at Charleroi in Hainaut, introduced this ventilator in 

1845. The Fabry ventilator used two interlocking sets of blades that rotated on vertical axes, in 

opposite directions, to expel air. It first appeared at the Grand Buisson mine in Hainaut in 1850. 

This ventilator did not scale up successfully due to excessive vibrations at high speeds. 

Tolerances required to prevent this problem were beyond machinists’ skills at the time. As a 

result it remained in service in spaces where only moderate ventilation was required, such as 

metalworking and machine shops. Still, as late as 1873, there were 82 Fabry ventilators in 

                                                 
11

 Laurent, “On the Lemielle System,” 134. In the cross section it resembled an early 1970s 

Mazda engine. 
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Hainaut mines, some of which were kept in reserve in case the primary system failed. The Fabry 

seems never to have gained a foothold in Britain.
12

 

It was Théophile Guibal (1814-1888) who gave European collieries the most successful 

centrifugal ventilator of the 1850-1890 period (Figure 2). Born in Toulouse and educated at the 

Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures de Paris, his important engineering research occurred in 

Belgium. At age 23 Guibal helped found the School of Mines in Mons, later the engineering 

faculty of the University of Mons. Guibal developed a broad research agenda, which included 

invention of an anemometer and measuring of a mine’s resistance to forced air, called 

temperament, which he expressed as the square of the volume of air moving past a line each 

second, divided by the pressure needed to cause that air flow. His greatest achievement was the 

centrifugal ventilator that bore his name. He experimented with it as early as 1855, and received 

letters patent for his basic machine on 3 June 1858.  

Guibal’s ventilator represented a true step forward along several dimensions. Probably 

the most important came from his realization that exhaust air at the surface had to be isolated 

from the fan blades, lest it be suctioned back into the machine, thereby reducing efficiency. To 

this end, Guibal encased the fan and created a distinctive évasée chimney that widened as it rose. 

To connect the fan to the chimney he introduced a sliding shutter in the casing that allowed 

variation in the quantity of exhaust. This advance was especially useful in an era of steam power, 

when the ability to adjust the power of a machine was limited. Finally, after some 

experimentation, he found that angling the blades of the fan back, away from the direction of 

rotation (like a broom rather than a shovel), allowed it to evacuate more air.
13

 As the efficiency 

                                                 
12

 Arnould. Bassin Houiller, 121; Fabry, “D’une machine”; Harzé, “De l’aérage des mines,” 202; 

Gonzalès Decamps, “Mémoire Historique,” 86-88; Wabner, Bewetterung, 145-148. 
13

 Figure 2 shows an early model with paddles curved in the opposite direction. 
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of the Guibal fan became known outside Belgium its popularity rose throughout Europe. One 

estimate in 1875 indicated over 350 fans in use: 180 fans in England, 85 in Belgium, 60 in 

France, and 30 in Germany.
14

 Regarding Germany in particular, Figure 3 shows the numbers of 

ventilators in the Niederrhein-Westfalen region, which included the Ruhr mines, by type of 

machine. Here the Guibal was the most common fan in use between 1872 and 1890.
15

 The effect 

of this ventilator was permanent. Many mines across Europe switched to the Guibal, but we have 

found none that switched from his design away to any other type of ventilator before the mid-

1880s. After the diffusion of his machine through Britain, Guibal was elected an honorary 

member of several engineering societies. On his death a British engineer eulogized him: “What 

M. Guibal did in his life was of world-wide importance.”
16

  

The final fan of importance was designed in England. George Marie Capell (1845-1915) 

was educated at Pembroke College, Oxford. He received holy orders and lived most of his life as 

the (Anglican) parish priest at Passenham, Northamptonshire. Something of a natural tinkerer, 

Capell was working on a design for an airplane propeller at the time of his death. His mine 

ventilator began as a machine to solve a problem of moving air on a much smaller scale. 

Concerned with the loss of the harvest from glebe lands to moisture-related spoilage, he designed 

a blower to dry the grain which a local blacksmith built to order.
17

 The prototype scaled up, and 

in 1883 Capell and Macbean, the blacksmith, patented their ventilator in Britain and Canada, and 

the next year in Germany and the United States. Capell himself continued to patent 

improvements on his basic design into the twentieth century. The Capell fan was smaller than the 

                                                 
14

 Arnould, Bassin Houiller, 121.  
15

 Carpenter, “Ventilation,” 7 
16

 Cochrane, “Obituary Notice”; Arnould, Mémoire Historique, 121; Gonzalès Decamps, 

“Mémoire Historique,” 87. 
17

 No author, “The Capell Fan.” On the role of local craftsmen in British industrial innovation, 

see MacLeod, “Strategies for Innovation.” 
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Guibal, but rotated at a faster rate (Figure 4). For example, a trial at Marles collieries in France 

compared a Guibal of 23 feet diameter with a Capell of 12.5 feet; the Guibal operated at 75 

revolutions per minute, the Capell at 305.
18

 Capell’s mechanical insight lay in the additional set 

of fan blades that he attached to the main cylinder. The main cylinder still held blades that drew 

air over the main axle, but the additional side propeller drew air into the cylinder more rapidly 

than previously. As in other centrifugal fans, the blades parallel to the axis then moved the air 

outwards and into a chimney. 

 What to do about gas in deep mines was a pan-European concern. Explosions of gas 

induced several nations to establish state firedamp commissions that investigated disaster sites 

and conducted laboratory experiments on mine gases. In 1883 the Prussian Firedamp 

Commission surveyed ventilation and gas densities in over 400 mines. The report included 

conditions in the mines (depth and extent of firedamp) as well as characteristics of the 

ventilators. Altogether out of 426 pits sampled at 212 mines, nearly 40 percent (167) were 

ventilated with furnaces, and another 37 percent (157) with fans. The remainder used some form 

of steam, whether exhaust from engines or steam jets.
19

 

 The share of mines with significant levels of firedamp is easy to report but hard to 

interpret. The risk faced by a miner from methane occurred in nonlinear fashion over a range of 

densities from three to 33 percent. Air with three to seven percent of methane will burn; from 

seven to 13 percent it will explode; from 13 to 33 percent it will burn. Air below three percent 

methane is safe from explosion as long as no coal dust is airborne. Air that is more than one-third 

methane will not burn because there is too little oxygen. In all Prussia around 1880 a slight 

minority of mines was fiery, but they were the most productive. Nearly two-thirds of output 

                                                 
18

 Capell, “Observations,” p. 215. 
19

 Hasslacher, Haupt-bericht, volume I, p. 39. 
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came from mines that suffered from gas, a figure that rose to 85 percent in the Ruhr area.
20

 In the 

Saar basin nearly all mines were gassy, but furnaces accounted for two-fifths of ventilators, 

implying that many mines were evacuating firedamp with furnaces. In Lower Silesia, there were 

about 15 furnaces for each mechanical ventilator; yet fiery mines accounted for about three-fifths 

of production, so it is likely that some mines ventilated by furnaces were fiery.
21

 

 

Guibal fans in Belgium and Pennsylvania 

Mechanical fan ventilation was not a single technology that succeeded furnaces or steam, but a 

variety of different machines that moved air through mines. One obvious characteristic of the 

diffusion of this technology was that Belgium was two decades or so ahead of the rest of Europe. 

In 1856 when the Ruhr area was installing its first mechanical ventilator, 166 were already in use 

in Belgium.
22

 The reasons for the Belgian advantage were twofold. The demand for mechanical 

ventilation stemmed from Belgium’s unusual geology. Its mines were deep: an 1866 survey 

found the deepest to be 769 meters, whereas seven years later the deepest mine in Scotland had 

yet to reach 300 meters, and seventeen years later the deepest mine in Prussia had yet to reach 

700 meters. Further, Belgian mines were plagued with firedamp in different forms, some with 

ambient firedamp continuously emitted by coalfaces, others by gas under pressure behind walls, 

which blasted forth in jets when disturbed by miners (“blowers”).
23

 Estimates late in the century 

suggested that more than four-fifths of Belgium’s mines suffered from firedamp.
24

 To reach 

                                                 
20

 Hasslacher, Haupt-bericht, volume I, p. 45. 
21

 Hasslacher, Haupt Bericht volume I, p. 45. 
22

 Burghardt, Die Mechanisierung, 380, Table 16; Royaume de Belgique, Documents Statistiques 

2 (1858), part III, 39. 
23

 Pernolet and Aguillon, Exploitation and Réglementation: Volume I: Belgium, p. 15. Zola 

describes a blower in Germinal, p. 224. 
24

 Watteyne and Denoel, “Emploi des explosifs,” 957-58. 
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deeper coal required new ventilation technologies, and mechanical ventilators worked 

effectively. Although gassy mines were much more common in Belgium than elsewhere in 

Europe, the rates of death by accident among Belgian miners were comparable, and in some 

decades the lowest in Europe.
25

 

While the Guibal design became the most important centrifugal fan, its diffusion through 

Belgium occurred relatively slowly, as shown in surveys of 1866 and 1877 (Table 3).
26

 The 

earlier survey examined all mines in the entire country. The later figures cover an 

arrondissement within a province: the first in Hainaut. This is not as obscure as it might seem, as 

Hainaut produced about 2.5 times the amount of coal that Liège did, and about 40 times that of 

Namur. Unfortunately the 1877 survey only reported on mines with mechanical ventilation, so 

the state of steam, natural, or furnace ventilation cannot be determined.
27

 As Guibal’s patent was 

issued in 1858, at the time of the 1866 survey it had been field tested and reports had appeared 

on its efficiency and reliability. But many mines continued with the older Fabry blower. Even if 

all the generically labelled centrifugal fans were in fact of the Guibal design, half again as many 

Belgian mines were ventilated with the Fabry. By contrast in the Ruhr at this time there were 

only a handful of Fabry ventilators at work (Figure 3). Among the two-thirds of Belgian mines 

that were ventilated mechanically was a much wider variety of mechanical ventilators, at least 

nine different types, than in the Ruhr mines. 

The second Belgian survey allows a view of what happened over the next decade in the 

first arrondissement of Hainaut—the Couchant de Mons, also called the Borinage.
28

 Due to the 

                                                 
25

 Roberti-Lintermans, “Les Inflammations de Grisou,” pp. 219, 222. 
26

 Royaume de Belgique, Documents Statistiques, 513-537. 
27

 Arnould, Bassin Houiller, 123-128. See p. 122 for statement on the source of the tables. 
28

 One observer of miners in the Borinage at this time was Vincent van Gogh. See his letter to 

Theo van Gogh, 26 December 1878 (Ronald de Leeuw, editor, Letters of Vincent van Gogh. 
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general descriptions of many machines, rather than a list by designer or manufacturer, we can 

only summarize in general terms. The number of Fabry ventilators declined, for certain. As in the 

Ruhr, the number of Guibal fans increased, but due to the frequency of generic “centrifugal” 

descriptions in both surveys we can only estimate that the margin was at least three to one.
29

 

Some Letoret fans appeared in the 1877 survey, but they may well have been counted in the 1866 

survey in the category of “centrifugal fan”. We can say for certain the number of machines 

increased over the broad period considered here, and that the Guibal design came to dominate 

Belgian coal fields. By 1910, there were 355 ventilators in Belgian mines, of which 256 (72 

percent) were Guibals. Clearly the Guibal had become the dominant design in Belgian mines, 

even into the twentieth century.
30

 

The Guibal fan was popular throughout Europe. In the Ruhr area by the later 1870s it 

outnumbered Fabry blowers by four to one. An estimate for British mines suggested that most 

new ventilators after 1860 were Guibals. In Britain and Germany another similarity appeared in 

mines that were ventilated mechanically but not by Guibal machines. In Britain the next most 

popular choice was the Waddle design, a British invention.
31

 In Germany after 1880 several new 

machines appeared—by Winter, Pelzer, Schiele, Kaselowski, and Wagner—also of domestic 

design. Over the next decade the Guibal maintained its lead in Ruhr mines but the up-and-

coming technologies were all German. Another reason that European mines were able to expand 

in depth despite problems of firedamp: the willingness to purchase technologies developed 

abroad and install them at home, as well as the willingness to experiment with homegrown 

                                                                                                                                                             

London: Penguin, 1997. Pp. 57-60). Also note his “Cokesfabriek in de Borinage” (1879), 

watercolor, Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam. 
29

 Arnould, Bassin Houiller, p. 121, estimated that about 85 Guibal fans were working in 

Belgium in 1875. 
30

 L'Exposition, 93. 
31

 Hinsley, “Development,” p. 35. 
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technologies. The source of the machine did not matter; the relationship between the benefits and 

costs of installation and use were far more important. 

These characteristics were not limited to European coal fields. The willingness to adopt 

technology from abroad appeared in North America also (Figure 5): the anthracite region of 

eastern Pennsylvania.
32

 Anthracite is harder, denser, and purer than bituminous coal. Its purity 

much resembled coke, and like coke anthracite made a good metallurgical fuel. The first 

Pennsylvania producers of iron from mineral coal, such as Lackawanna Steel, appeared in the 

anthracite region. Eventually miners raised bituminous coal in western Pennsylvania, and the 

ease of coking this coal led to the steel industry of that region, as organized by Andrew Carnegie 

and others.
33

 

We return to the question of the type of mechanical fans that ventilated the anthracite 

mines. The history of ventilation in the Pennsylvania anthracite region resembles that of Belgium 

in important ways, in particular the eventual dominance of the Guibal fan. The earliest American 

ventilator was invented by J. Louden Beadle and installed in the Locustdale Colliery near 

Ashland, Pennsylvania, in the anthracite region. The fan dates from about 1857, but Beadle did 

not patent it until 1865.
34

 Wallace suggests that Beadle was influenced by Guibal, through 

publication of machine designs from the Paris Exposition of 1855, but the lines of descent are 

not clear. The Beadle fan was installed underground but near the surface. It directed upcast air 

the last few feet into the open, using those last few feet as a chimney. Given the large share of 

mines ventilated by fan in 1869-70, it is plausible that many of those fans were Beadles. By the 

                                                 
32

 Aldrich, “Perils”. 
33

 Temin, Iron and Steel, 51-80, addressed the question of relatively late American adoption of 

coke in metallurgy. 
34

 Wallace, St. Clair, 45-48. 
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time of the first Schuylkill County survey, all of the eight fans identified by name were Beadles. 

As in the Ruhr valley, the dominance of the initial type of machine was not to last. 

The successor technology in the anthracite region was the Guibal fan. In one district of 

Luzerne and Carbon Counties, at least one was already present in the 1870 inspection survey, 

and at least five more were installed by 1875.
35

 By the end of the decade an inspector proposed, 

“The Guibal fans bid fair to supersede all other ventilating machinery…the Guibal fans are the 

most efficient and economical ventilators that have yet come under my notice.”
36

 Eastern 

Pennsylvania mine owners agreed, for they adopted Guibal fans for their mines to the near 

exclusion of other ventilators. Over the next five years in one district that counted 47 collieries in 

1885, 32 new fans were installed, all but four of them at least “somewhat after the Guibal 

pattern.” In total, reported this inspector, 53 fans ventilated these 47 mines, marking the near 

complete triumph of mechanical ventilation over the furnace or natural means.
37

 By 1902 a 

survey of six of eight districts in the anthracite region indicated that 92 percent of 360 mines 

were ventilated by fan, and Guibal designs accounted for 86 percent of fans. By the turn of the 

century then, in eastern Pennsylvania the Guibal fan had come to dominate anthracite mines as it 

had bituminous mines in Britain and Germany. 

 The source of these Guibal or Guibal-like fans is not totally clear. By 1880 “the majority” 

of fans in one district were “constructed on the Guibal principle.”
38

 This hedging, typical of 

many inspector reports, suggests that local producers may have begun to produce Guibal-like 

fans without purchasing the rights to the design or the name. One local firm, the Vulcan Iron 

                                                 
35

 Reports…Anthracite…1875, 182-184 
36

 Reports…Anthracite…1879, 25. 
37

 Reports…Anthracite…1885, 114-115. 
38

 Reports…Anthracite…1880, 6. 
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Works of Wilkes-Barre, advertised its production of “Guibal Ventilating Fans.”
39

 Vulcan, like 

some German manufacturers, primarily produced steam locomotives, and made mine ventilators 

on the side. Their public statement may indicate that Vulcan had licensed the right to produce to 

this design from Guibal, his estate, or the engineering faculty at Mons. At the same time, 

especially after Guibal’s death, other manufacturers may have begun with the basic Guibal 

design, adapted it to customer requirements, and sold it as a Guibal fan. As an American 

engineer wrote near the end of the century, “the Guibal of books and of foreign countries is not 

the fan that we call by that name.”
40

 In any case, the increase of Guibal fans, of whatever origin, 

continued apace. What is interesting is the anthracite region’s near total commitment to the 

Guibal name some years after it had ceased to be the leading fan in Europe. By the turn of the 

century it was only fifth in popularity in the Ruhr, where the most popular fan was the British-

designed Capell. The future of the Capell fan in America was a mixed one. In eastern 

Pennsylvania it had gained no purchase at the turn of the century. Western Pennsylvania was 

another matter. 

 

Ventilation of Ruhr mines 

The diffusion of ventilation technology within and across national boundaries is well illustrated 

in the Ruhr valley. Relatively little coal was raised until the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Sharp increases in production after 1860 became nearly vertical in graphs after 1880 so that the 

Ruhr soon became the most important coal field in all Europe. Qualitatively the Ruhr’s shallower 

seams were thought to produce less valuable coal than Silesian mines. Coal in deeper Ruhr mines 

proved to be excellent for coking, leading to iron and steel production nearby and a demand for 

                                                 
39

 Colliery Engineer, April 1889, iii. 
40

 Clifford, “Furnace Versus Fan,” 78. 
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technology that would enable exploitation of those deeper mines. Among those new methods 

was mechanical ventilation.
41

   

 In the Ruhr basin, mines relied on several types of fans to manage ventilation (Figure 3). 

Mine surveys recorded the number of each kind of fan in Niederrhein-Westfalen annually, which 

allows us to trace out a life-cycle of each technology. There were, roughly, three periods. From 

mid-century to the early 1870s, the only available technology was the Fabry blower, of which no 

more than a dozen or so were installed. The importance of the Guibal centrifugal fan is evident 

both in its rapid ascent to dominance and in its steady numbers even after the introduction of 

German-developed fans. Some German fans such as the Winter and Pelzer were quite successful 

while others such as the Kaselowski and Schiele never gained much purchase. Finally beginning 

around 1890 the new Capell fan even more quickly became the most popular technology and 

showed no sign of diminishing in demand at the turn of the century. We draw two inferences 

from this diagram. First, from 1880 onwards the market for new ventilation technologies was 

active in Germany. Inventors and engineers created, tested, and sold many different kinds of 

fans. Second and more important, over the entire period German mines were quick to adopt 

particular technologies that had been invented abroad. The Fabry and Guibal ventilators were 

Belgian and the Capell was invented in Britain, and yet except for a very brief spell these were 

the most common in Germany. The international diffusion of technology was an important part 

of European coal raising. 

 The 1883 Prussian census of mines not only named the types of ventilators at particular 

mines, but as any good census would do, it also reported their ages (date of installation) and birth 

places (location of manufacture). This information allows us to see not only the nation in which 

                                                 
41

 Pounds, The Ruhr. 
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the ventilators were designed, but where they were made, and allows for some speculation about 

international licensing of patents in Europe. Table 2 lists machine shops that manufactured the 

ventilators that appeared in this survey. Only two relatively unsuccessful designs (Schwartzkopff 

and Zimmermann) were built in their designers’ own machine shops. The rest were contracted 

out to machine shops throughout the country. The twelve oldest ventilators in this sample were 

Fabry machines, and among them only two were made in Belgium and shipped to Germany. 

Nine were made by Union Maschinenbau AG, a large plant in Essen very near the Krupp Works. 

Nineteen different firms contracted to make Guibal fans in this sample. Better known for their 

steam engines and enormous steam hammers, Gustav Brinkmann & Co. in Witten an der Ruhr 

area made just one Guibal, while Union in Essen made 21 of them. Only two Guibal fans were 

made in Belgium, at the shop of Charles Marcellis in Liège. Like the other builders of mine 

ventilators, the Marcellis works were general producers of machinery including winches for shaft 

mines. 

 The purpose of observing the production and distribution of mine ventilators in Imperial 

Germany is to establish three aspects of European mine technology. First, competition prevailed 

in both production and distribution. Geographically, of those nineteen firms that produced Guibal 

fans, three were in Cologne, three in the Saar region, and eight in the Ruhr valley. These firms 

varied in size from small shops to the enormous Gutehoffnungshütte. Most made mine 

ventilators as a sideline to their primary products of steam engines, locomotives, or other 

machinery. Second, there was a clear division of labor in the production of mining machinery. 

Nearly all firms manufactured to a design brought to them from outside. Although none of these 

firms specialized in mechanical ventilators, because the market was much too small, each had 

experience at making a machine based on someone else’s design. Although the oldest Fabry and 
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Guibal machines were in fact made as well as designed in Belgium, German machine shops soon 

learned how to make these designs that their customers wanted. Third, the market for mechanical 

mine ventilators was not stable. Over a period of a half century, four designs proved most 

popular at one time or another, and thirteen different designs appeared altogether. Just as coal 

production increased sharply, the Ruhr was the scene of dynamic technological competition in 

the process of raising it. The Ruhr valley was not the only region in which the Guibal fan 

emerged from such competition. 

 

Capell fans in Pennsylvania bituminous  

In the two regions that first adopted mechanical mine ventilation on a large scale, it appeared as 

an unalloyed improvement over furnaces. The rapidity with which both Belgian and 

Pennsylvania anthracite mines adopted it suggest that the only real constraint that limited its 

diffusion was the time that machine shops required to make more ventilators. The next series 

present a different story. They come from regions in the United States, and begin around 1870. 

In the early part of this decade less than five percent of mines western Pennsylvania were 

ventilated with mechanical fans. At the same time about two-thirds of eastern Pennsylvania 

anthracite mines and virtually all Belgian mines used fan ventilation. The trends indicate an 

eventual catching up. Pennsylvania bituminous mines might have taken longer, but by the early 

twentieth century fans ventilated about 60 percent of mines. 

 The obvious question is what might account for the differences in adoption of new 

ventilation technologies. Perhaps the most obvious characteristic is the state of methane 

concentrations in these mines. Nearly every description of Belgian mines described them as 

almost universally gassy, so rapid adoption might well have been a function of methane in the 
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mines. As early as 1870 in the Pennsylvania anthracite region, just as state regulations of 

ventilation took effect, inspectors found measurable levels of methane in one-fourth of the 

mines. None was ventilated by fan. By 1903 exactly two-thirds out of 315 anthracite mines were 

classified as gaseous, and fans ventilated all but one of those gaseous mines. By contrast among 

bituminous mines inspectors described only 22 percent as gaseous. Among those 277 gaseous 

mines, only four percent were ventilated by furnace. Thus, at least in Pennsylvania the presence 

of methane strongly influenced the choice of furnace or fan for ventilation. 

 The types of ventilators in British mines in general were only described in the broadest 

terms. Occasional guesses appear in the literature. Hinsley proposed that the first centrifugal 

ventilators there, after 1860, were Guibals and Waddles.
42

 From 1875 or so the smaller, faster 

models such as those by Capell and Schiele superseded them.
43

 A contemporary estimate (1875) 

suggested that in the island as a whole were 250 ventilators, of which 180 were Guibals, 60 were 

Waddles, and the remainder of various designs.
44

 Just a few years later the future seemed to 

belong to Capell. A few engineers could see that the unlikely inventor Capell really had created 

an effective fan, despite his university education in the classics and his primary occupation in the 

church. In 1892 Atkinson, the son of a prominent British engineer, observed that, four types of 

fans were most common in England and Scotland: Guibal, Waddle, Schiele, and Capell. In time, 

he argued, the Capell would prove to be the only ventilator that achieved a low cost in 

installation, high productivity in use, and steady reliability over time. He was right.
45

 

 Capell’s machine was initially slow to catch on. Career mining engineers and inventors 

did not believe a man of the cloth had solved long-standing problems with his new fan. Capell’s 
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tendency to produce figures from field trials that compared dissimilar features of different 

machines did not help. Regarding one field test an engineer demurred that “he was very skeptical 

of the accuracy of the observations quoted in Mr. Capell’s paper.” Another suggested the need 

for estimates “taken by persons whom they could trust”; that is, by someone other than Capell.
46

 

Part of the friction was due to the widespread opinion among European engineers that the best 

possible technologies were already in use and could not be superseded. Wabner criticized the 

Capell fan because some test results reached levels “demonstrated impossible by Guibal,” so that 

the new fan could not possibly be as powerful as promised. Wabner also complained that the 

Capell design lacked “any theoretical grounds for this peculiar arrangement of the fan blades,” 

and so Capell’s arrangement “cannot possibly facilitate the passage of air through the fan.”
47

 

And yet, it moved. 

Capell arranged for overseas production of his ventilator and defended his patents 

vigorously. In Germany he licensed production to the R.W. Dinnendahl firm of Essen, which 

also produced its own line of less successful ventilators.
48

 Capell sued licensees who produced 

his fans on their own account as well as inventors of similar machines. After his claim to 

royalties from his former partner was upheld in federal appeals court, a version of his ventilator 

became known as the Capell-Clifford fan in the United States. In response he organized the 

Capell Fan & Manufacturing Company in Monongahela, Pennsylvania.
49

 Note the contrast with 

the earlier diffusion of Guibal-like fans away from the licensee, Vulcan Iron Works, to other 
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machine shops in eastern Pennsylvania. The Guibal name spread easily, without reference to 

Guibal’s rights to his ventilator design. 

If numbers of the Capell design emplaced in British mines are lacking, its use in 

American mines, at least those in western Pennsylvania, is a bit clearer. The earliest mine census 

that mentions fan times appears to be from bituminous district 7 in 1899. This district consisted 

of Allegheny and Washington Counties, and so covered much of the metropolitan region of 

Pittsburgh (1900 city population 321,000). Of 64 mines, 39 ventilated their galleries with fans. 

Here the dominant versions were the Vulcan (presumably a type of Guibal fan) and a Brazil fan, 

each with ten installations. The Brazil fan was made by Crawford and McCrimmon Machinery 

Co. of Brazil, Indiana. In third place was the Capell, which served seven mines. Five other brand 

names appeared in the survey. By 1903 the number of different types of fans in the entire 

bituminous region had grown to 27 (Table 4). Of some 1,179 mines, a majority of 614 were 

ventilated by fan. Of those, the Capell accounted for 106, while Guibal/Vulcan fans numbered 

149. Common American designs included the Brazil (146) and the Stine of Tyrone, Pennsylvania 

(74). In sum the Capell design was one among many in the Pennsylvania bituminous region. 

Here is faced competition not just from other mechanical ventilators, but from furnaces, which, 

unlike the anthracite region, continued to ventilate many mines into the twentieth century. 

By the turn of the century, the substitution of fans for furnaces in mines subject to 

firedamp continued in western Pennsylvania. The share of gaseous mines held steady at 22 

percent in 1903 and 25 percent in 1907. Of the 261 gaseous mines in 1903, 32, or 12 percent, 

continued to be ventilated by natural forces or by furnace. In 1907 only five percent of gaseous 

mines were so ventilated. We can still consider the effects of methane status of a mine on the 

probability that it would adopt a fan in the next few years. Here we consider the years 1903 and 
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1907, which were the earliest that allowed us to consider the design of the fan. Table 4 shows the 

distribution of fans by design in those two years. The share of mines with fans increased from 

just over half to nearly two-thirds, suggesting that this will be a fruitful period to study 

conversion to mechanical ventilation in bituminous mines. 

Table 5 shows the results of regressions that use data from the two years 1903 and 1907. 

The right hand side variables were set in the earlier year, and the dependent variable refers to the 

conversion or not to mechanical ventilation technologies. The first two specifications are directly 

comparable to the previous results. The sample was limited to only mines that were ventilated by 

natural means, furnaces, or steam in 1903, and the dependent variable was set equal to one if the 

mine switched to fan ventilation by 1907. As in previous estimates, the presence of methane 

greatly influenced adoption of new technologies: a gassy mine was much more (about a third) 

more likely to install a fan than mine with cleaner air. Also similar to anthracite mines, fans were 

more likely to replace natural means of ventilation than furnaces, which apparently worked fairly 

well in non-gaseous mines. This 1903-1907 bituminous sample held a few mines (20, or about 

2.5 percent) that switched from fans back to furnace or natural means. These cases seem to have 

involved peculiar situations such as movement of a fan plus its steam engine from an older less 

productive pit to a newly opened shaft. The older pit continued to operate with furnace 

ventilation while men performed the risky task of “robbing the pillars,” that is, raising the 

remaining coal that formed columns holding up ceilings. To account for switching back to the 

older technology, the second pair of regressions includes the entire matched set of mines, and 

regresses a more general switching variable (=1 if different technology in 1907) on a set of 1903 

characteristics. As previously, mines with furnaces were less likely to switch technologies than 

naturally or steam ventilated mines. The interaction variable of gas and furnace ventilation was 
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positive and significant. The results suggest that the shift to mechanical ventilation was driven by 

the technological problem of methane. 

The linked bituminous sample allows us to complete the life cycle of the Guibal fan. By 

the turn of the century, the Guibal was in decline in the Ruhr valley (Figure 3), where the Capell 

had come to dominate. In the Pennsylvania anthracite region it remained the primary ventilator, 

accounting for nearly four-fifths of fans there. The Pennsylvania bituminous region resembled 

the German situation more closely than that across the state. Many designs were in use, several 

from local firms. The Capell was gaining ground, as was a leading domestic design, in the 

Pennsylvania case, the Brazil fan from the Crawford and McCrimmon machinery company in 

Brazil, Indiana. But the once innovative Guibal design was losing ground. It served 13 percent of 

regional mines in 1903, and dropped to eight percent in 1907. To see how it was viewed as one 

of many possible designs we consider the choices of mines that were already ventilated by fans 

in 1903. The choice each such mine faced was to switch to another design of fan or not. Not 

switching entailed the same type of fan appearing in both the 1903 and 1907 surveys; the mine 

could have installed a new fan of the same type, and the surveys would not reflect that decision. 

But if the mine had a different kind of fan in 1907 than in 1903, the dependent variable was set 

equal to one and zero otherwise. Table 6 displays results of regressions of that variable on the 

original type of fan and various mine characteristics. About a third (35 percent) of mines with 

fans in 1903 had different fans in 1907. From 1903 forwards mine owners seem to have viewed 

available fans in three broad categories: the newest technologies of Capell and Brazil, somewhat 

less compelling designs of Stine and Robinson, and everything else, including the Guibal. The 

newest types were more likely to remain in place after four years, the middling varieties were 

somewhat less likely to remain, and the Guibal was lumped in with some nineteen other brands 
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as the most likely to be cast aside in favor of a different design. Mine characteristics had little to 

do with this shift, although gassy mines might have originally installed the higher quality fans. 

At least in western Pennsylvania, the Guibal design, once at the cutting edge, had completed its 

lifecycle. 

 

Conclusions 

The diffusion of mechanical ventilation technology does not form a tidy historical narrative. To 

the contrary it illustrates many of the wider themes on the role of technology in economic 

history: derived demand for innovation, path dependence, property rights, and more. The 

emergence of a variety of machines in Belgium suggests that the technology emerged there in 

response to derived demand.
50

 At the time of the first mechanical ventilators the other great 

Continental fields in the Ruhr valley and the departments of the Nord and Pas-de-Calais 

produced little coal. The available fields of the Couchant de Mons were known to possess 

considerable reserves, but considerable methane as well. Engineers who set to make that coal 

more safely accessible with mechanical ventilation faced a problem that had not emerged on 

such a scale in Britain, France, or Germany. These engineers based their work on what they 

already knew. The earliest machines aimed to move air through mines in exactly the same 

fashion as water pumps moved liquids. These machines failed because of the different physical 

properties of water and air. These failures, however, led to creation of other kinds of machines 

rather than to abandoned mines. And then finally Guibal proposed to encase a centrifugal wheel. 

 A second theme in the economic historical study of innovation concerns property rights. 

The legal direction of returns to innovation back to the innovator, for example through a patent 
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system, is an evergreen question of economic history. The case of mine ventilation presents two 

opposing strategies by inventors of successful machines, Guibal and Capell. As noted above, 

Guibal made his machine relatively easy to license. As a result, eighteen different German 

machine shops made the Guibal fans that served mines in the Niederrhein-Westfalen region 

(Table 2). An 1873 survey of mines in a district of South Wales found fourteen Guibal fans made 

by six different Welsh shops. The manufacture of Guibal fans in Europe was not a monopoly. 

The American story was slightly different. Initially the only producer was the Vulcan Iron Works 

of Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. Before the end of the century mines reported vaguely on the 

installation of Guibal-like fans of unknown provenance. The Vulcan firm continued their 

production of Guibal fans, but at least one other machine “of the Guibal pattern” was built by the 

Crawford and McCrimmon shops in Indiana.
51

 Regardless of manufacturer, the continued 

popularity of Guibal as a design in the anthracite region, especially in contrast to its displacement 

by the Capell in western Pennsylvania and the Ruhr, suggests a third theme in economic history, 

that of path dependence. In terms of property rights, the fates of the Guibal in Pennsylvania 

anthracite and the Capell fan in western Pennsylvania present a sharp contrast. In the east the 

Guibal brand name lived on after Théophile Guibal’s death, used by multiple manufacturers, 

which Capell’s stout defense of his patent prevented in western Pennsylvania. In the case of 

these two successful technologies, the extent of their diffusion seems to have occurred 

independently of the establishment and defense of property rights of their inventors.  
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 A fourth theme is the general culture of liberal science that pervaded America and 

Europe.
52

 To describe technological research in the West as “open” does not imply that 

inventors, engineers, and mine operators settled on the most cost-efficient available technology 

at once. Indeed, as with every new technology, each innovation in mine ventilation was 

confronted by skeptics. Miners distrusted the reliability of mechanical ventilators. Engineers 

were incredulous that a clergyman created a ventilator that surpassed the vaunted Guibal. At the 

other extreme the Ser ventilator never did win an audience outside France because Louis Ser was 

a full time research engineer who introduced his design by explaining in detail the Bernoullian 

fluid dynamic theory behind it. And yet in each case, the ability of someone to obtain a machine 

and test it enabled that new technology to gain a purchase in European and American coal mines. 

 Just so, the national origin of ventilators did not affect their diffusion. It was common for 

the dominant ventilator to have been developed in another country, but behind it in market share 

were many domestically invented machines that had their own followers who were fewer in 

number. Consider Germany, a country not known for technological backwardness. For exactly 

three years out of the half century 1850-1900, the most popular ventilator in the most important 

basin in Germany was a German design. For the remainder of the time the most common 

machines were of Belgian or English designs. In turn of the century western Pennsylvania the 

most common fan was the Guibal, followed by the Capell and several different American 

designs. In surveying as many sources as we could find over the 1850-1900 period, we found 

references to 57 different types of fans. 
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The diverse collection of nameplates on fans followed from the willingness to test new 

designs, to publish the results, and for the mining press to translate and reprint those results. The 

most obvious characteristics of this project were imagination and perseverance. Inventors created 

designs analogous to older water pumps and grain dryers. After they introduced new machines, 

those machines were subject to relentless testing, with the results widely publicized. The mining 

press throughout Europe reported in detail on field trials and tests in functioning mines. 

Governments in Britain, France, Prussia, Saxony, Belgium, and Austria created firedamp 

commissions, and charged them with studying mines foreign and domestic and reporting on the 

ventilation practices that they observed. The most important journal articles were translated and 

republished in short order.
53

 As a result, newer vintages of technologies evolved, and as firedamp 

became a more manageable problem in more coal fields, the cost of coal production in terms of 

human life fell.
54

 The quality and quantity of information available to mining engineers and mine 

operators was considerable. 

 As this essay began with reference to Pomeranz’s Great Divergence, so we conclude with 

the place of coal in his thesis. With regard to quantitative measures of Chinese coal production 

by region, recent historians have concluded that Pomeranz’s arguments “have since been largely 

refuted.”
55

 We propose that Pomeranz’s understanding of the process as well as amounts and 

locations of coal production in Europe were inadequate as well. Consider two broad regions, 

China and Europe, and two distinct but interrelated problems of coal mines, flood control and 

ventilation. Among the canonical devices of the European Industrial Revolution was the 

Newcomen atmospheric pump, which enabled British mines to work below the water table. 
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Burning unsalable small coal, it eliminated standing water that would have prevented further 

mining. Pomeranz claimed that Chinese mines were much less subject to flooding and so less in 

need of European technology that might have prevented it.
56

 But in fact flooding was a problem 

in many Chinese mines. Hornibrook observes, “scholars who have studied mining in China…are 

nearly uniform in stressing the point that water seepage was a constant and real danger.”
57

 Wu, 

quoting Zhang Zhidong (1896) describes one simple solution: abandoning the flooded mine and 

starting over elsewhere.
58

 Alternative approaches included bailing with leather-lined buckets and 

human powered pumps.
59

 Flooding was a problem, and Chinese engineers and mine operators 

produced no systematic solution. Regarding water damage to mines and miners, European and 

Chinese engineers faced similar problems, but only Europeans created effective solutions. 

 The second engineering problem is the subject of this paper: ventilation. Pomeranz 

suggests that ventilation was a more urgent need in Chinese mines than were water pumps.
60

 

Indeed, according to Wu, ventilation was “the chief technical problem in Chinese mines.”
61

 But 

no systematic responses seem to have happened. Some mines installed second shafts, and a small 

number of miners experimented with furnaces.
62

 One mine in Taiwan installed a steam-driven 

Guibal fan.
63

 The reason for the lack of interest is unclear. A variety of European geological and 

mining texts had been translated into Chinese by the late nineteenth century, including 
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Warington Smyth’s Treatise on Coal and Coal-Mining (1867). The chapter on ventilation 

included a detailed description, with a picture, of a Guibal fan. Wu proposed that translated 

manuals, even illustrated ones, could not adequately connect new developments in technology 

with mining practice.
64

 But that is exactly how developments in mine ventilation traveled 

through Europe and America. Innovation occurred through imagination, relentless testing, and 

publication of results. Western coal exploitation was not a result of “geographic good luck.” 
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Figure 1. Furnace with dumb drift. 
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Figure 2. Guibal, view from side. Note évasée chimney. 
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Figure 3. Types of fans in operation in Niederrhein-Westfalen region. Source: Die Entwickelung…, Tafel IX. 
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Figure 4a. Capell fan. Note the fan blades attached to outside of cylinder. Cf open axle of 

cylinder on Guibal. 

 

 

 

Figure 4b. Capell fans with better view of “scoop” on outside of cylinder. (http://www.pleasley-

colliery.org.uk/html/capell.htm) 

 

http://www.pleasley-colliery.org.uk/html/capell.htm
http://www.pleasley-colliery.org.uk/html/capell.htm
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Figure 5. Numbers of ventilators in mines by region. 

 

 

Sources: Belgium, 1850-1867: Documents statistiques publiés par le Département de l'intérieur, 

various years; 1861-1875: Statistique generale de la Belgique : Exposé de la situation du 

royaume de 1861 a 1875, 626-632. Pennsylvania, Reports of the Inspectors, various years. 

Scotland, see fn 48 above.  
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Table 1. Costs and benefits of ventilation methods. 

Panel A. c. 1850. 

Method Cost to install 

(pounds) 

Cost to operate 

(£ per year) 

Efficiency (useful 

effect/transmitted 

power in percent)  

Furnace in upcast 6.5 49 50 

Motte pneumatic screw 201 70 20-24 

Letoret ventilator 244 92.5 16-20 

Steam jets (Pelletan) 247 225 6-7 

Cylinder pump 267 263 23 

Fabry ventilator 617 109.6 55 

Furnace at surface 923 616 4-5.5 

 

 Source: Parliamentary papers, reports 1852-53, pp. 142-47.  

 

 

Panel B. c. 1890,  

Ventilator Installation costs 

for fan alone (£) 

Total 

installation 

costs (£) 

Operating 

costs per year 

(£) 

Mechanical 

efficiency (%) 

Guibal 249 1172 21.6 51.3 

Ser 351 1032 18.9 47 

Capell 320 1271 28.0 57.5 

Rateau 455 1125 37.5 60.8 

 

Note: Average of four reported tests for each type. Wabner reported costs in Marks, here 

translated to sterling for ease of comparison at 20.45 marks to the pound and 275 workdays per 

year. 

Source: Wabner, Bewetterung, p. 196, citing Revue universelle des mines 1892 and 

Österreichicher Z.f.B.H. 1893.
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Table 2. Manufacturers of ventilators in German mines.  

Manufacturer  Location Other products Design of 

ventilator 

Num. 

fans 

Baroper 

Maschinenbau 

Dortmund Steam engines, 

mine 

equipment 

Winter 12 

Schiele 1 

Centralschmiede Luisenthal, 

Saarland 

 Guibal 10 

Charles Marcellis Liège, Belgium Iron bridges Guibal 2 

Chemnitzer 

Maschinenbauanstalt 

Chemnitz, 

Kingdom of 

Saxony 

 Guibal 1 

Cölnischer 

Maschinenbauanstalt 

Bayenthal, 

Cologne 

Steam engines, 

building 

frames 

Guibal 1 

Fabry 1 

Dingler Zweibrücken, 

Rhein-Pfalz 

Steam engines, 

printing 

presses 

Guibal 5 

Dinnendahl Huttrop, near 

Essen 

Steam engines, 

air 

compressors 

Guibal 9 

Pelzer 1 

Dorstener 

Maschinenbauanstalt 

Dorsten, Lower 

Rhine-Westphalia 

 Guibal 2 

Ed. Laeis & Co. Trier Hydraulic 

presses 

Guibal 2 

Englerth & Cuenzer Eschweiler, near 

Aachen 

Rolling mills 

to finish steel 

rails 

Guibal 1 

Ewald Hilger Essen  Guibal 1 

Gemeinschaftliche 

Steinkohlenbergwerke 

Obernkirchen 

Schaumburg, 

Lower Saxony 

Fans made in 

mines’ own 

shops 

Rittinger 6 

Gustav Brinkmann & 

Co. 

Witten an der 

Rhein (sic, Ruhr) 

Stamping 

presses 

Guibal 1 

Gutehoffnungshütte Sterkrade (now 

Oberhausen, Ruhr 

area) 

Steam engines, 

locomotives, 

rails, steel 

Guibal 2 

Humboldt Kalk, Cologne Locomotives 

(from 1896) 

Guibal 4 

Gebrüder Klein. Dahlbruch, 90 km 

east of Cologne 

Steam engines Guibal 1 

Maschinenwerkstatt Altenwald, 

Saarland 

 Guibal 2 

Petry und Hecking Dortmund Industrial 

dryers, 

Pelzer 21 
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briquette 

presses 

Prinz Rudolfhütte Dülmen, Lower 

Rhine-Westphalia 

Other mine 

equipment: 

winches, 

pumps 

Schiele 4 

Guibal 3 

Rittinger 1 

Röhrig & König Magdeburg Machinery for 

brick 

production 

Fabry 1 

Schiele & Co.  Frankfurt a.M. Ventilator 

specialist 

Schiele 1 

Schwartzkopff Berlin Locomotives Kaselowski 2 

Schwartzkopff 1 

Sievers & Co. Kalk, Cologne See Humboldt Guibal 3 

Societe de Haine St. 

Pierre 

Mons, Belgium  Fabry 2 

Union Essen Hoisting 

winches 

Guibal 21 

Fabry 11 

Wagner Dortmund Machine tools Wagner 1 

Wilhelmshutte Sprottau (now 

Szprotawa), Lower 

Silesia 

Steam engines Guibal 3 

Zimmermann Chemnitz Machine tools Zimmermann 1 

 

Source: Haupt-bericht…Anlage (volume 5) 44-75.
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Table 3. Belgium: Types of ventilators in 1866, 1877 surveys 

Type of ventilator 1866 Belgium 1866 Couchant 

de Mons 

1877 Couchant de Mons (survey 

of mechanically ventilated mines) 

Fabry 115 14 8 

Guibal 30 8 21 

Lambert 5  1 

Lemielle 20 12 21 

Lesoinne 14   

Letoret 7 4 8 

Mahaux 6   

Motte 5   

Pasquet 8   

Centrifugal fan, not 

further specified 

40 40 

 

39 

Other 1   

Natural or furnace 111 8  

Total  362 86 98 

 

Some generic “centrifugal fans” were actually of the Guibal design, but the proportion is unclear. 

Harzé, “De l’aérage,” 202. 

 

Sources : Royaume de Belgique, Documents Statistiques publiés par le Département de 

l’Intérieur 12 (1868), pp. 513-537; Gustave Arnould, Bassin Houiller du Couchant de Mons: 

Memoire historique et descriptif  Mons: Hector Manceaux, 1877, pp. 124-129. 
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Table 4. From 1903-1907, Pennsylvania bituminous region 

 1903 1907 

 N % N % 

Brazil 146 12 265 20 

Capell 106 9 159 12 

Guibal/Vulcan 149 13 102 8 

Stine 74 6 136 10 

Robinson 26 2 48 4 

Pollock 29 2 33 2 

Other ventilators 110 9 106 8 

Total fans 614 52 849 64 

     

Furnaces 437 37 386 29 

Steam 15 1 11 1 

Natural 80 7 62 5 

     

Gaseous 261 22 328 25 

     

Big owner 404 34 376 28 

     

     

N 1,179  1,335  

 

Sources: Report of the Department of Mines of Pennsylvania, Part II: Bituminous, 1903 (1907). 

Harrisburg: State Printer, 1904 (1908).   
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Table 5. Matched sample, 1903-1907. Dependent variable = 1 if ventilation method different in 

1907. 

 

 Mines without fans in 1903, 

switched to fans by 1907 

Full matched sample, including mines with 

fans 1903 that switched to furnace or natural 

ventilation by 1907 

Intercept 0.42*** 

(0.06) 

0.41*** 

(0.06) 

0.54*** 

(0.04) 

0.54*** 

(0.04) 

Big owner 0.02 

(0.06) 

0.03 

(0.07) 

0.03 

(0.03) 

0.03 

(0.03) 

Fan 1903   -0.52*** 

(0.04) 

-0.51*** 

(0.04) 

Furnace 1903 -0.22*** 

(0.06) 

-0.20*** 

(0.07) 

-0.29*** 

(0.04) 

-0.30*** 

(0.04) 

Gaseous 1903 0.30*** 

(0.11) 

0.40** 

(0.16) 

0.03 

(0.03) 

0.01 

(0.03) 

Furnace*gas  -0.20 

(0.21) 

 0.22** 

(0.11) 

Shaft entry 0.33** 

(0.16) 

0.30* 

(0.17) 

-0.01 

(0.04) 

-0.003 

(0.04) 

Number 

workers 

0.06 

(0.04) 

0.06 

(0.04) 

-0.002 

(0.01) 

-0.002 

(0.01) 

N 330 330 802 802 

Adj R2 0.11 0.11 0.18 0.19 

 

Sources: See previous table. 
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Table 6. Pennsylvania bituminous, linked sample 1903-1907. Only mines with fans in 1903. 

Dependent variable = 1 if mine switched type of fan during four year period. 

 

Intercept 0.58*** 

(0.05) 

0.63*** 

(0.05) 

0.64*** 

(0.06) 

0.65*** 

(0.06) 

0.67*** 

(0.06) 

1903 fan:      

Brazil -0.40*** 

(0.06) 

-0.43*** 

(0.06) 

-0.43*** 

(0.06) 

-0.43*** 

(0.06) 

-0.43*** 

(0.07) 

Capell -0.49*** 

(0.07) 

-0.47*** 

(0.07) 

-0.45*** 

(0.07) 

-0.45*** 

(0.07) 

-0.44*** 

(0.07) 

Stine -0.25*** 

(0.08) 

-0.29*** 

(0.08) 

-0.29*** 

(0.08) 

-0.28*** 

(0.08) 

0.31*** 

(0.08) 

Robinson -0.22** 

(0.10) 

-0.21** 

(0.10) 

-0.20** 

(0.10) 

-0.20** 

(0.10) 

-0.20** 

(0.10) 

Guibal -0.05 

(0.06) 

-0.05 

(0.06) 

-0.04 

(0.06) 

-0.03 

(0.06) 

-0.03 

(0.06) 

Omit:  all other designs   

      

Gas present  -0.10** 

(0.05) 

-0.10** 

(0.05) 

-0.09* 

(0.05) 

-0.08* 

(0.05) 

Number 

workers 

  -0.02 

(0.02) 

-0.02 

(0.02) 

-0.001 

(0.02) 

Big owner    -0.03 

(0.04) 

-0.03 

(0.04) 

Air volume     -0.11 

(0.10) 

N 474 474 474 474 470 

Adj R2 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 

 

Sources: see previous table. 


